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Dan’s Top Survival Tools and Gear Recommendations

The best of the best tools and gear you can buy for your survival. You just cannot go wrong with these...

by yours truly, Dan F. Sullivan


all copyrights held by me, of course...
Hey, it’s Dan...

Let’s get straight to the point. In this PDF, all I’m giving you are tools and gear recommendations... nothing else.

Everything you see below has either been tested by me or by other knowledgeable preppers... so you just cannot go wrong with this.

The Best Survival Knives

The following are some of the best survival knives out there for bushcraft but also for daily tasks around the farm.

- the Ka-Bar Becker BK2 Campanion Fixed Blade Knife
- the Morakniv Bushcraft Tactical Knife
- the ESEE -3MIL-P G10 Blades & Micarta Handles with Black Molle Sheath
- the Fallkniven F1
- the Condor Tool and Knife Bushlore

The Best Folding Knives

- the Benchmade 940 Osborne
- the Kershaw Skyline Knife
- the Kershaw Cryo G-10
- the Spyderco Tenacious Plain Edge Knife
- the Benchmade Griptillian
- the Columbia River Knife and Tool 5351 No Time Off
- the Zero Tolerance Hinderer Folder

The Best Survival Backpacks

The second most interesting thing for preppers is the backpack used to assemble their bug out bags. Let’s see some of the best options out there:

- the 5.11 Tactical Rush 12 Back Pack
- the Rebel Tactical DKC477 Assault Backpack
- the Monkey Paks Military Army Style Backpack
- the Sandpiper of California Bugout Backpack
- the Red Rock Outdoor Gear Assault Pack
- the Maxpedition Falcon-II
- the North Face Jester (smaller but perfect for city dwellers)

**The Best EDC and “get home” Pouches and Backpacks**

Use them to keep everyday carry objects to help you in case of emergency or even to quickly get home in case of a disaster:

- the ArcEnCiel® Hip Pack Tactical Waist Packs Waist Bag
- the Maxpedition E.D.C. Pocket Organizer
- the LefRight(TM) Universal Multipurpose Capacity Oversize Tactical Smartphone Holster EDC
- the Maxpedition Fatty Pocket Organizer
- the Camelbak Adult Urban Assault Hydration Backpack
- the Tamrac 5788 Evolution 8 Photo/Laptop Sling Backpack Bag
- the Tactical Tailor Urban Operator Pack
- the Oakley Mens Icon Backpack

**The Best Shoes for Bugging Out**

Gentlemen, check these out:

- Danner Men's St Helens Chukka Brown/Red Hiking Boot
- Zamberlan Men's 996 Vioz GT Hiking Boot
- Hanwag Banks Hiking Boot
- Merrell Men's Moab Mid-Height Waterproof Hiking Boot
- Salomon Men's Quest 4D 2 GTX Hiking Boot
- La Sportiva Men's FC ECO 3.0 GTX Hiking Boot

Ladies:

- Lowa Women's Renegade GTX Mid Hiking Boot
- Danner Women's St Helens 3-Inch Hiking Boot
- Ahnu Women's Montara Boot

**The Best Ponchos for Survival**

Note: these ponchos have been handpicked by me for survival purposes, they aren’t the most stylish. Not that style will matter too much in a disaster or a crisis. Here they are:

- Mil-Tec Men's US Waterproof Ripstop Hooded Nylon Poncho
- Swiss Camo Wet Weather Poncho
- the Snugpak Patrol Poncho
- the Frogg Toggs Men's Ultra-Lite Ponchos

**The Best Survival Tarps**
Here they are:

- the Stansport Reinforced Brown Rip-Stop Tarp
- 12'x16' Blue Waterproof Poly Tarp
- Grizzly Tarps GTRP810 6-Mil Waterproof Tarp
- Ozark Trail All-Purpose Tarp

**The Best Sleeping Bags**

- Coleman North Rim 0 Degree Sleeping Bag
- Coleman Big Basin Extreme Weather 0-20 Degree Sleeping Bag
- Campsod 0 degree celsius Cotton sleeping bag

**The Best Magnesium FireStarters**

- SurvivalSPARK Emergency Magnesium Fire Starter
- SE FS374 Magnesium Fire Starter with Compass
- Gerber 31-000699 Bear Grylls Fire Starter
- UST Magnesium Bar Firestarter

**The Best Headlamps**

- the yalumi LED Headlamp Spark
- Lighting EVER Super Bright LED Headlamps, 18 White LED
- the Princeton Tec Byte 70 Lumen Headlamp
- the Black Diamond Storm Head Lamp
- the LED LENSER H7R.2 Rechargeable LED Headlamp
- the Fenix HL21 Headlamp

**The Best Flashlights**

Lots of types of flashlights out there, which is why I’m giving you tons of suggestions:

- the Fenix PD35 TAC 1000 Lumen CREE XP-L LED Tactical Flashlight
- the AYL 3-in-1 LED Vehicle Emergency Flashlight High-Lumen 100,000 Hour CREE Torch with Powerful MAGNETIZED BASE
- the LE Adjustable Focus CREE LED Flashlight, Super Bright
- the Smith & Wesson Galaxy 13 LED Flashlight
- the Solar Air Lantern
- the Streamlight 88033 Protac Tactical Flashlight
- Pack of 4, BYBlight Super Bright 9 LED Mini Aluminum Flashlight with Lanyard
- the Refun 600 Lumen Handheld Flashlight
- the Coleman Twin LED Lantern
• the WAYLLSHINE® Zoomable Scalable CREE LED 3 Mode 200 Lumen 150 Yard Long Range Red Light Flashlight
• Energizer Weatheready 3-LED Carabineer Rechargeable Crank Light
• Chromo Inc Immedia-Light Hand Crank Flashlight 4 Pack
• the Romisen RC-G2 Cree LED Flashlight
• the MagLite Mini LED 2-Cell AA Flashlight

The Best Solar Chargers

• the Nekteck 10400mAh Dual USB Port Solar Portable Charger
• the Solar Charger for 2016 Newly Upgraded Design-Highest Efficiency-WeatherProof
• the X-DRAGON 10000mAh Dual USB Solar Power Bank
• the RAVPower 15W Solar Charger with Dual USB Port

Best Emergency Radios

• 2 Pack UV-5RE New Version Dual Band U/V Radio
• BaoFeng BF-F8HP 8-Watt Dual Band Two-Way Radio
• the AnyTone Dual Band Transceiver
• Yaesu VX-8DR Multi-Band Submersible VHF/UHF Amateur Radio Transceiver

Best Portable Radios

• C. Crane CC Pocket AM FM and NOAA Weather Radio
• Ronsnow IS-088 Dynamo Emergency Solar Hand Crank Self Powered AM/FM/NOAA
• the ETON FRX3 Multi Powered AM/FM Weather Alert Digital Radio

Best Compasses

• SE CC4580 Military Lensatic Sighting Compass with Pouch
• Professional Multifunction Military Army Metal Sighting Compass High Accuracy Waterproof Compass
• Silva Polaris Baseplate Compass
• Ultimate Survival Technologies Deluxe Map Compass

The Best Multi-Tools

• the Leatherman Wingman
• the Gerber Bear Grylls Ultimate
• the LEATHERMAN Skeletool CX
• the Gelindo Premium Pocket Multitool

The Best Personal Water Filters

• The Sawyer Mini (it can purify 100,000 gallons of water)
• The Sawyer Water Bottle

The Best Fire Starters

• SurvivalSPARK Fire Starter
• Gerber Bear Grylls Fire Starter
• All-Weather Emergency 2-IN-1 Fire Starter & Magnesium Fuel Bar
• Flint and Steel Fire Starter kit with Hinged Tinder Box & English Flint

The Best Tents for Survival Purposes

• Sundome 2 Person Tent
• Mountainsmith Morrison 2 Person 3 Season Tent
• 12 Survivors Shire 2-Person Tent
• Stansport Hunter Series Hunter Buddy 2 Pole Dome Tent
• Alps Mountaineering Lynx 1 Person Tent

Best Manual Grain Grinders

• Premium Quality Cast Iron Corn Grinder For Wheat Grains Or Use As A Nut Mill
• Victorio VKP1024 Deluxe Hand Operated Grain Mill
• Stainless 2-roller Homebrew Barley Grinder Crusher Malt Grain Mill
• Weston Grain and Corn Mill

The Best EDC Pens

• Fisher Bullet Space Pen
• Picopen
• Rite in the Rain All Weather Trekker Pen
• Boker Plus Tactical Pen
• Victorinox Retractable Pen
• Zebra Sharbo X LT3

The Best Tactical Pens

• UZI UZI-TACPEN2-GM Aircraft
• Smith & Wesson SWPENMPBK Military and Police Tactical Pen
• UZI UZI-TACPEN2-GM Aircraft Aluminum Defender Tactical Pen with Glassbreaker
• Under Control Tactical Pen for Self Defense
• Gerber Impromptu Tactical Pen
• Smith and Wesson SWPENMP2BK M and P 2nd Generation Tactical Pen
• Columbia River Knife and Tool TPENWK Williams Tactical Pen

Stay safe,
Dan F. Sullivan

www.SurvivalSullivan.com